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Tuki® greywash

The Tuki enables toddlers to stir the pan in the kitchen with their parents, cut out 
cookies at the kitchen table, do handicrafts in the workshop or wash their hands in the 
bathroom. Children want to discover the world on their own. Table tops, work surfaces 
in the kitchen or the view from the window remain out of reach for them for a long time. 
Our Tuki lifts toddlers to the action level in every household and stimulates imagination, 
creativity and passion.

1-7 a
DIN EN 14988:2017; applicable tests.
DIN EN 17191:2019; applicable tests.
DIN EN 14183:2004; 6.2: Vertical loading of rungs, steps and platforms

Beech
usually 5-7 
working days

94cm x 44cm 
x 7cm / 10.5kg France / EU 7649988743122 '299.00 €      

Tuki® whitewash

The Tuki enables toddlers to stir the pan in the kitchen with their parents, cut out 
cookies at the kitchen table, do handicrafts in the workshop or wash their hands in the 
bathroom. Children want to discover the world on their own. Table tops, work surfaces 
in the kitchen or the view from the window remain out of reach for them for a long time. 
Our Tuki lifts toddlers to the action level in every household and stimulates imagination, 
creativity and passion.

1-7 a
DIN EN 14988:2017; applicable tests.
DIN EN 17191:2019; applicable tests.
DIN EN 14183:2004; 6.2: Vertical loading of rungs, steps and platforms

Beech usually 5-7 
working days

94cm x 44cm 
x 7cm / 10.5kg

France / EU 7649988743115 '299.00 €      

Tuki® lavendar

The Tuki enables toddlers to stir the pan in the kitchen with their parents, cut out 
cookies at the kitchen table, do handicrafts in the workshop or wash their hands in the 
bathroom. Children want to discover the world on their own. Table tops, work surfaces 
in the kitchen or the view from the window remain out of reach for them for a long time. 
Our Tuki lifts toddlers to the action level in every household and stimulates imagination, 
creativity and passion.

1-7 a
DIN EN 14988:2017; applicable tests.
DIN EN 17191:2019; applicable tests.
DIN EN 14183:2004; 6.2: Vertical loading of rungs, steps and platforms

Beech usually 5-7 
working days

94cm x 44cm 
x 7cm / 10.5kg

France / EU 7649988743146 '299.00 €      

Tuki® nature

The Tuki enables toddlers to stir the pan in the kitchen with their parents, cut out 
cookies at the kitchen table, do handicrafts in the workshop or wash their hands in the 
bathroom. Children want to discover the world on their own. Table tops, work surfaces 
in the kitchen or the view from the window remain out of reach for them for a long time. 
Our Tuki lifts toddlers to the action level in every household and stimulates imagination, 
creativity and passion.

1-7 a
DIN EN 14988:2017; applicable tests.
DIN EN 17191:2019; applicable tests.
DIN EN 14183:2004; 6.2: Vertical loading of rungs, steps and platforms

Beech usually 5-7 
working days

94cm x 44cm 
x 7cm / 10.5kg

France / EU 7649988743139 '299.00 €      

Tuki® discovery cloth yellow orange

Thanks to the Tuki discovery cloth, the youngest explorers are raised to the eye level of 
adults even earlier. The colorful Tuki discovery cloth protects the very young according 
to their body size.

The Tuki Discovery Cloth can only be used as long as the standing board is on the top 
step.

6-18 Months

100% 
cotton, 
washable at 
40°C

usually 5-7 
working days

Packed 
directly in the 
Tuki or in a B5 
envelope

dyed in CH, produced in Slovakia 7649988743177 '79.00 €         

Tuki® discovery cloth bordeaux

Thanks to the Tuki discovery cloth, the youngest explorers are raised to the eye level of 
adults even earlier. The colorful Tuki discovery cloth protects the very young according 
to their body size.

The Tuki Discovery Cloth can only be used as long as the standing board is on the top 
step.

6-18 Months

100% 
cotton, 
washable at 
40°C

usually 5-7 
working days

Packed 
directly in the 
Tuki or in a B5 
envelope

dyed in CH, produced in Slovakia 7649988743160 '79.00 €         

Tuki® discovery cloth navy

Thanks to the Tuki discovery cloth, the youngest explorers are raised to the eye level of 
adults even earlier. The colorful Tuki discovery cloth protects the very young according 
to their body size.

The Tuki Discovery Cloth can only be used as long as the standing board is on the top 
step.

6-18 Months

100% 
cotton, 
washable at 
40°C

usually 5-7 
working days

Packed 
directly in the 
Tuki or in a B5 
envelope

dyed in CH, produced in Slovakia 7649988743153 '79.00 €         

Tuki® discovery cloth gray

Thanks to the Tuki discovery cloth, the youngest explorers are raised to the eye level of 
adults even earlier. The colorful Tuki discovery cloth protects the very young according 
to their body size.

The Tuki Discovery Cloth can only be used as long as the standing board is on the top 
step.

6-18 Months

100% 
cotton, 
washable at 
40°C

usually 5-7 
working days

Packed 
directly in the 
Tuki or in a B5 
envelope

dyed in CH, produced in Slovakia 7649988743108 '79.00 €         

All prices include delivery


